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It is required that radio communication apparatuses for mobile communications adapt to many operation bands 
since the number of the operation band is increasing to accommodate the growth of data traffic on mobile 
communication. Applying tunability of a center frequency, bandwidth, and attenuation slope to bandpass filters 
(BPFs), one of important components in the radio communication apparatus, is an important key for answering the 
requirement. This paper proposes three kinds of BPFs for mobile communication systems that can tune their 
frequency characteristics. The first BPF consists of comb-shaped transmission line and switches to attain a lot of 
center frequency. The second BPF can tune its center frequency and bandwidth independently by using a ring 
resonator and switches. The third BPF has a capability to tune not only its center frequency and bandwidth but also 
attenuation slope by applying a two-function circuit that works as a transmission line and tunable resonator. This 
two-function circuit is designed with a pair of coupled lines and switches. All proposed filters are designed with 
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(a) C1 = C2 = 0 pF 
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(a) 1 BPF  
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